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Collection bin

Collecting the diapers

Tom

and Leo

Marina

Collection point: 

Happy child nursery

Used diapers
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- In EU 36% of the

kids go to nurseries.

- 2000 diapers

collected per kid.

3 steps partnership

- Equipment

- Collection

- Incentives



Algaes to be harvested

Transforming the
diapers: process
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Bioplastic

Biofuel

Algaes and bacterias bath

Shredding machineArival of used

diapers



Introducing Chlorella Algae

Algae and Cyanobacteria create an ecosystem. 

Absorbs plastic and CO2 .

On a global scale microalgae produce more than 75% of the oxygen required for
animals and humans.

Used for the generation of Bioplastic & Biofuel.
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- Becoming an industry pioneer in sustainability.

- Great marketing opportunities

- Reaching a new segment (toddlers) and adding

a product to our portfolio

- Taxation incentives

- Making money out of waste

Bio plastic

New opportunities
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Thank you for listening!

 Do you have any

questions ? 



Appendix
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- Baby nurseries

- Logistic companies

- Partner companies like

Ontex, Woosh, P&G

- Research institutions

- Governments

- Algae & Cyanobacteria

- Networks 

- Experts

- Business to Business

(Collecting and sending of

Diapers to plants)

- Business to Business 

(Use of bio plastic and 

bio fuel)

- Business to Consumers 

(Parents of babies 

purchasing diapers)

-Companies buying the

raw materials.

- End-consumers (for

the potty project)

- Partner companies

- Collecting the diapers

- Transforming the diapers

- Partnership management

- Supply chain management

- Selling the new raw material

- Turning the new raw material into a new product and reselling this

product (eg. potty)

- Incentives from the government

- Customers' involvement

in the circular processes

- Customers preference to

use new products which

are more sustainable

- Incentives for nuseries

- Transportation & Collection cost

- Cost of establishing the Plants

- Cost of Operation (Marginal cost of Operation)

- Creation of sustainable

way to recycle used

diapers

- Conversion of Algae to

bio plastic which can be

used to create more

sustainable plastic

products

- Conversion of Algae to

bio fuel which is a more

sustainable energy

source

- Saving the Earths

environment as Algae

creates oxygen at

massive levels 
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SWOT analysis

Strength

Sustainable Process

Creation of a circular business

model for diapers

Obtaining bioplastic and

renewable energy in biofuel 

Weakness

Expensive technology (currently)

Requires a lot of space

 

 

Opportunities

Mass scale expansion

Government funding and tax incentive

Mass awareness and brand

preferability

Threats

Climate change (optimal temperatures

required)
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Alternative solutions
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Researches proved that Pleurotus ostreatus fungi can degrade 90% of the mass

and volume of diapers in 70 days. The fungi are edible and can be used to extract

proteins and other nutritients.

A second solution is to obtain BioHydrogen from diapers, based on the solid

substrate anaerobic hydrogen fermentation with intermittent venting and

headspace flushing.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0956053X11001218
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0734242X16677334
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